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ceive that work and food alone cannot   atisfy
man s desires
Although it destroyed the claustrophobic
atmosphere the film version cautht very well the
movement of the play
CTwj>? with Eierydiing    1062    P
In n TJ R (Possum s Un er^al Robate} the
Expressionist playwright Karel Oapek Uaed
robots a- dramatis personae In Chips mih
Eiervthing Wester brilliantly deploys Eipres
sionism to illustrate the process whereby military
discipline can reduce individuals to a robot like
uniformity both the complacency of authority
and the inertia of the ranks
A squad of nine RAF conscripts is subjee ed to
a battery of bullying abuse from the corpora] and
psychological manipulation by the commis=ioned
officers until their per=onal identity submersed
they learn to move as one mechanical unit and
pass out to the blaring of a military band playing
God Save the Queen.
Expressionism is particularly appropriate to his
purpose He uses type characters to represent
social forces—the beat example being Corporal
Hill—and the identity of the recruits is with two
exceptions indicated very hghtly The dialogue
is for the most part staccato while brief stylised^
symbolic scenes such as the square bashing and
bayonet practice succeed one another rapidly a
triumphant instance of Weaker s innate command
of stage movement
As to the two recruits presented in greater
detail the phght of the gentle Smiler broken and
suffering is sufficiently generalised to give patho
and depth to the play without disturbing ita tone
but the predicament of Thompson is treated with
too much, psychological detail to be in key
especially as the portrait is not entirely eon
viaeing
The son of a general, Thompson is at first
resistant to authority and appears to be trying to
assume leadership of the squad But the habits
of i class that can eat chips with everything
are too distasteful for hum and accused by the
recruits of slumming and assailed by the
blandishments of the officers he suddenly capitu
latea and assumes officer 3 uniform
The overall effect is tense and powerful and
scenes of moving comedy such as the breath
taking mime of stealing coke alternate with tho e
where the audience facing the same direction as
the recruits themselves cannot escape feeling the
obliterating effects of the military machine
Tfie Four Seasons    1965    P
The course of love through the four seasons of
the year is traced through the shared experience
of a man and woman whose previous marrlaseo
had foundered Wesker has unsuccessfully ap
plied an Expressionist style to unsuitable material
a static situation without incident or plot
Their Very Own and Golden City    1966    P
The driving power of an unusual play is prob
ahly Wesker s own struggle to realise a communal
and artistic ideal m Centre 42
He skilfully integrates a sweeping expression
iatio panorama of social trends since 1926 with the
creation of rounded idiosyncratic characters.
The inspired architect Andrew Cobham, has a
vision of the ideal city that «tj<i.n set a pattern oj
living for the community but its full achievement
is thwarted by obscurantist Trade Unions and by
his accepting the patronage of a Tory Minister and
a capitalist industrialist. Andrew s emotional life
is spht between frustrated friendship with an
aristocratic girl and estrangement form Jessie, bis
homely wife
A vantage point is offered by recurring dream
like scenes in Durham Cathedral. Actons as a
flash forward they show Andrew the youth with
his fellows and Jessie Ecstatic with joy at the
subhnuty of the cathedra] be envisages his owe
life-work But the final scene in keeping with
the diafllusion and compromise that have blighted
his vision serves as a sad ironic flash back.
 TJie & tends    1970
Her brother lover and friends snrrounrt
Esther s deathbed Of Jewish working class
ingln they have become affluent and cultured
but have lost direction Disillusion is to the
worker? capacity for culture is a theme adum
brated but not clarified The situation is s*-at c
and the dialogue often embarrassingly introverted
and self conscious
John Whihag U915-63)
John Whiting was an original playwright who
jni much preoccupied with the theme of self
e traction but was Uo\v to find his owe style
1 Penny for a Sew    16jl
Written at a time of great personal happiness
tins is an agreeable \vhimsy depicting two eecen
iic brothers in their Dorsetshire residence pre
r Jine to repel the armies of Napoleon The
tppearance on the stage of a balloon aad a home
made fire engine give the authentic period touch
ot gentlemanly interest in scientific invent on and
I o impart to the farcical id* 11 a dash of panto
Whiting cleverly gives a comic perspective tc
the -ecent fear of foreign nu asion and so takes the
si ing out of terror
£v11* s Day    19ol
This play written before A Pe.i: y for a Sent,
von the award in a Festival ot Britain Flay
ompetition
It concerns self destruction   its central figure
being the octogenarian Paul Southman   once
famous revolutionary poet who had long ago
gone Into self imposed exile because of poptiLi-
outcry against his work
The plays opens welL Southman Is a 3tn!on&
figure an embodiment of the angry artist at war
with society and like Swift in his aggressive scorn
oz compromise his scurriloxis style said final
madness His situation is at first sufficiently
distanced to be convincing but when the fashion
"s young writer Procathren introduces tb^.
glossy contemporary world it begins to seem
implausible later Procathren accidentally lolls
Paul s grand daughter Stella and then ordero
three deserting soldiers to hang Paul and Stella s
husband also an art'st and the initially powerful
heme is swamped by melodrama.
The play generally is overloaded with half
developed symbolism and allusion.
Marching Bom    1954    P
In a play much concerned with the existentia
list stress on the mescapabHity of choice Whitinp
returns to the theme of self destruction
The setting is generalised—a wealthy house
above a capital city in Europe Knpert
Torster formerly a general, who seven years
previously had, inexplicably lost a decisive battle
here meets his dilemma He must either face a
trial, which might cause political unrest or com
mi suicide The choices are represented by two
people
In Act n Forster encounters Dido a young
woman who revives his sense of humanity and
will to live She represents the female side of
personality the Jungian anima- and her name
recalls the Dido of the .ffineid who by her love
deflected .ffineas from the path of military duty
enjoined by fate
In Act HI he has a very different meeting with
Captain Bruno the embodiment of military atabl
tion who represents the male aspect of personality
To hftn Porster at last confesses the cause of hit,
fatal defeat He had been so overcome with
compassion for children whom he had destroyed
while they were impeding his tanks that he had
been unable to follow up hia advance Bruno
stigmatises the delay as military error and guilt
and Forster commits suicide rathei than face
disgrace and imprisonment
This Is a strongly constructed play Its dominat-
ing theme worked out with single mtoclea an&
tenty But it lacks thrust and momentum.
I'orster's reversion to hte original decision to
commit suicide gives it a circular movement and

